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Cyclostationary shot noise in mesoscopic measurements
Leif Roschier, Tero T. Heikkilä,a) and Pertti Hakonen
Low Temperature Laboratory, Helsinki University of Technology, P.O. Box 2200,
FIN-02015 HUT, Finland

(Received 8 December 2003; accepted 10 August 2004)

We discuss theoretically a setup where a time-dependent current consisting of a dc bias and two
sinusoidal harmonics is driven through a sample. If the sample exhibits current-dependent shot
noise, the down-converted noise power spectrum varies depending on the local-oscillator phase of
the mixer. The theory of this phase-dependent noise is applied to discuss the measurement of the
radio-frequency single-electron transistor. We also show that this effect can be used to measure the
shot noise accurately even in nonlinear high-impedance samples. ©2004 American Institute of
Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1803103]

The dominating noise mechanism in mesoscopic
samples at low temperatures is shot noise. In some cases, it is
the limiting factor for the measurement sensitivity, but it may
be the measured quantity itself as it, contrary to the thermal
noise, contains information about the sample complement to
that of the average current.1 Many of the interesting predic-
tions for noise have been obtained for nonlinear elements
(with voltage-dependent response) whose resistance is typi-
cally in the range of kilo-ohms or more. However, measure-
ment of shot noise in such samples is not always straightfor-
ward as the excess noise added by the amplifiers depends on
the sample impedance, and thus on the applied voltage. An
important property of shot noise is that it is typically propor-
tional to the average current. In this paper we exploit this
property and show that with adiabatic cyclostationary driv-
ing, generalizing the treatment in Refs. 2 and 3, one may
modulate the noise by using a few first harmonics of the base
frequency. We show that this can be used to improve the
sensitivity of the radio-frequency single-electron transistor
(rf-SET) by some fraction. We also show that the use of the
phase dependence of the noise allows the noise to be mea-
sured without a precise knowledge of the amplifier noise.

Throughout the paper we consider a situation illustrated
in Fig. 1. We limit to the case where currentistd= I0

+ I1 sinsv0td+ I2 coss2v0td+nstd flows through the sample.
We assume thatkistdl= I0+ I1 sinsv0td+ I2 coss2v0td; Istd
and noiseknstdl=0. For a low enough driving frequencyv0,
shot noise adiabatically follows the absolute value of the
current. Moreover, in this low-frequency limit, the noise is
white. This means that

2E
−T/2

T/2

dDte−ivDtknst + Dt/2dnst − Dt/2dl = 2eFuIstdu, s1d

independent of the frequencyv. To account for a general
shot noise source, we introduced the Fano factorF. Finite
time Fourier transform of Eq.(1) with e−isv−v8dt yields

kñsvdñ * sv8dl = eFĨAsv − v8d. s2d

The termsñsvd and ĨAsvd are defined using the finite time
Fourier transforms: g̃svd;e−T/2

T/2 e−ivtgstddt and g̃Asvd
;e−T/2

T/2 e−ivtugstdudt. It is assumed thatT=2Np /v0, whereN
@1 is an integer. Equation(2) is derived for a diodesF
=1d in the caseIstd.0 in Refs. 2 and 3 and the generaliza-
tion to the case with arbitrary sign ofIstd is straightforward.

The goal is to find the power spectral densitySysvd
; limT→`2fkuysvdu2l /Tg for ystd=Dstd3 istd, where Dstd
=D0 sinsv0t+fd. The factor two accounts for the contribu-
tions of both negative and positive frequencies. By noting
that

ỹsvd =
D0

2i
feiffĨsv − v0d + ñsv − v0dg − e−iffĨsv + v0d

+ ñsv + v0dgg s3d

and by using Eq.(2), we find in the band 0øv,v0

kỹsvdỹ * svdl =
D0

2

4
H I1

2

2
f1 + coss2fdgudTsvdu2 + Ff2ĨAs0d

− e2ifĨAs− 2v0d − e−2ifĨAs2v0dgJ , s4d

wheredTsvd=1/2pe−T/2
T/2 e−ivtdt. The first term in Eq.(4) is

usually taken as the down converted carrier for the signal and
the other terms as noise. It is to be noted that only the dc and
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FIG. 1. The general setup. Currentistd flows through the sample. Output
current isystd= istd3Dstd, whereDstd=D0 sinsv0t+fd. It is converted into a
signal voltage using detection circuitry.
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2v0 components ofĨAsvd contribute to the noise. It is thus
enough for the noise calculations to find the Fourier series
expansionuIstdu. I0A+ I1A sinsv0t+uAd+ I2A coss2v0td, where
I1A anduA have no effect on the noise. By using Eq.(4) we
find the power spectral density of the noise in the band
0,v,v0

Sysvd = eFD0
2FI0A −

I2A

2
cos 2fG . s5d

Equation(5) is the same as in Refs. 2 and 3 except that we
have defined it in terms of Fourier expansion coefficientsI0A

and I2A in order to handle alternating currents.
We first apply Eq.(5) to the analysis of the rf-SET, that

is the most sensitive electrometer known today.4,5 In practice,
its sensitivity is limited by the noise of the following
amplifier.6 In the near future when this noise will probably be
reduced from a few Kelvin to,100 mK (Ref. 7) the charge
sensitivity will be set by the shot noise of the tunneling elec-
trons through the single-electron transistor.8 A metallic rf-
SET is operated in two different modes: In the superconduct-
ing case the best sensitivity is achieved with dc bias. In the
normal (nonsuperconducting) case the best sensitivity is ob-
tained without the dc bias. In this latter case, the currentIstd
through the SET is given byI1 sinsv0td and we finduIstdu
. I0A+ I2A coss2vtd, where I0A= I12/p and I2A=−4I1/ s3pd.
The operation of the rf-SET is based on amplitude modula-
tion, because the signal is due to the resistance variation in
time. This means that the largest signal component comes
out whenf=0 and the shot noiseSy is at maximum accord-
ing to Eq.(5). In contrast, if the rf-SET could be operated in
a phase variation mode such that the signal component
would be in the cossv0td quadraturesf=p /2d, then the shot
noise contribution would be by a factor of 2 lower in power.

In the other measurement mode, the SET is dc biased
and the current through it may be approximated byIstd
= uIstdu= I0+ I1 sinsv0td= I0A+ I1A sinsv0td. From Eq.(5) it fol-
lows that the noise is set by theI0 component alone. Adding
a componentI2 coss2v0td to the current, the measured noise
power spectrum may be lowered by some fraction. If the
signal component is negligibly affected by the 2v0 compo-
nent, the signal-to-noise ratio would also be enhanced.

In some cases, noise reveals additional information that
cannot be extracted from I-V curve measurements. For ex-
ample, in the subgap regime of normal-insulator-
superconductor contact, shot noise could be used as a tool to
determine whether conduction is due to quasiparticles(ther-
mal excitation or leakage current) or due to Andreev reflec-
tion. However, noise measurements at low frequencies of
such nonlinear high-resistance samples with conventional
techniques are possible only with special care9 provided that
1/ f noise is negligible. Alternatively, measurements have
been carried out on very large samples in order to circumvent
the problems.10 A characteristic illustration is depicted in Fig.
2: I-V curve is measured, but noise contribution of the
sample cannot be extracted from the total measured noise.
This is due to the dominating amplifier noise variation, that
is difficult to know accurately, with respect to the sample
impedance. In general, measurement of the shot noise in me-

soscopic samples with high impedance levelss.1 kVd is
difficult due to the small signal levels.

In the following we propose a technique to use 2v0

modulation in order to measure the shot noise. By 2v0

modulation technique we mean a setup, where local oscilla-
tor signal in the mixer is of the formDstd=D0 sinsv0t+fd
and there is a termI2A coss2v0td in the absolute valueuIstdu of
the current through the sample. In order to avoid the 1/f
noise, we discuss noise measurements at high frequencies,
that is f ,500 MHz. In this frequency range the signal is
carried in coaxial cables. The restricted cable size limits the
characteristic impedance to values aroundZ0,50 V.

To be specific, we approach the problem by considering
an example. If the shot noise is to be measured from a cur-
rent of 100 pA assuming a Fano factorF of unity, the result-
ing noise corresponds to a delivered power ofTS,2eIZ0 to
the preamplifier. This equals 100mK in noise temperature.
By using the Dicke radiometer formula11 for the fractional
error of the noise measurementDT/ sTN+TSd,1/ÎBt, where
t is the measurement time andB the measurement band-
width, it follows that witht,1 s andB,108 Hz the signal
power of 100mK may be measured if the amplifier noise
temperatureTN is of the order of 1 K. The practical problem
is that TN depends, in general, considerably on the imped-
ance of the measured source.6,12 In order to extract the shot
noise contribution from the total measured noise, it would be
necessary to know the four noise parameters of the
amplifier12,13and their effect to the measured total noise with
an accuracy of 100 ppm. This is almost impossible in prac-
tice. One solution is to use a series of cryogenic isolators that
have typically an isolation of 20 dB each. There is, however,
the problem that below 1 GHz isolators are bulky to fit into
the limited space of milliKelvin cryostats.

The 2v0 modulation technique can be used to partially
circumvent the problem considered above. As is obvious
from Eq. (5), a change of the mixer local oscillator phasef
varies the measured shot noise power by an amount
,FeI2AZ0 from the maximum to the minimum. This is an
analogue of the lock-in scheme frequently applied for the
measurement of the differential conductance. The point is
that the(phase-insensitive) amplifier noise does not directly
depend onf, but only through the possible bias dependence
of the sample impedance(which would make the amplifier
noise contribution partially follow the driving). The latter
effect can be reduced in the typically interesting limit where

FIG. 2. An arbitrary nonlinear I-V curve illustrating the problem of the
noise measurements. RegionsA and B have different impedances and the
amplifier noise contribution to the total noise is different at these points. In
2v0 modulation, the sample is dc biased(marked by circles) and a signal
I2 coss2v0td is added(marked with dotted lines). By measuring the noise in
both quadratures by varying mixer phasef, one may extract the shot noise
contribution to the total noise.
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the sample impedance exceeds the amplifier impedance,
through the use of a matching circuit whose characteristic
impedance equals that of the amplifier. In this case, provided
the sample impedance does not depend on the bias more
strongly than the noise, the modulation of the sample noise
may be brought to dominate the environmental contribution
to the phase-sensitive noise. The advantage compared to the
direct measurement is that the contribution from the environ-
ment in this case depends only on the nonlinearity of the
sample, whereas in the unmodulated measurement it is
present even for linear samples. In order to compare the re-
sults of the noise measurement at different bias points, one
needs to know the impedance of the sample at these points.
This may be found out by measuring the reflection coeffi-
cient G=sZ−Z0d / sZ+Z0d of the sample, whereZ is the
sample impedance andZ0 the reflected wave impedance. In
general, the total gain of the system is not known accurately
and it often varies on a time scale of hours. Therefore, the
measurement produces a differential resultdSy/dI2A

=GFsI0Ad of the possibly bias-dependent Fano factorFsI0Ad
with one unknown multiplicative gain factorG. If there is,
however, one measured point that has a well established re-
sult, for exampleF=1 as is the case in typical tunneling
structures at high voltages, the measurement result at this
point can be used as a calibration to extract gainG, and the
Fano factor can be found out over the whole measurement
range.

As a conclusion, we have discussed the theory of a dou-
bly modulated shot noise. We applied the outcome, Eq.(5),

to the zero dc biased rf-SET and concluded that there is by a
factor of 2 more noise in the in-phase quadrature than in the
out-of-phase quadrature. We suggested the use of the 2v0

modulation in order to reduce shot noise by some fraction in
the case of the dc biased rf-SET. We also argued that the 2v0

modulation may be used to extract the shot noise contribu-
tion from the total noise. This may be applied, e.g., to deter-
mine Fano factors from high-impedance samples at current
levels below 1 nA using an amplifier with noise temperature
TN,1 K, a measurement bandwidth of 108 Hz, and a mea-
surement time of 1 s.
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